Abstract-Swarm Robotics is the study of simple, un-intelligent robots teaming up together to address complicated tasks using cooperation and knowledge/skills sharing factors. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an Evolutionary algorithm inspired by animals' social behaviors. PSO has been used in various problems due to its fast convergence capability. Area Extended PSO (AEPSO) is an enhanced version of PSO designed to address complications in the Swarm Robotics field. These complications include dynamicity of the environment, degree of cooperation, time dependency of the tasks, and uncertain nature of the environment. This study investigates advantages and shortcomings of the AEPSO method in the robotic domain
I. INTRODUCTION
Swarm robotics is the study of a population based problem solving approach that emphasizes the use of a group or groups of simple physical robots/agents with a low level of intelligent behaviour that collectively and collaboratively interacts with each other and their environment/search-space with the aim of emerging toward a collective behavior. In swarm robotics, the focus is on the agents' capability in terms of solving the problem using a higher level of cooperation between swarm members (i.e., agents). In addition to the agents' cooperation, the use of an appropriate population size also plays a major role in this domain. The idea of swarm is inspired from the observation of social insects (ants, termites, wasps and bees) in nature. In other words, the principles of swarm robotics can be seen in i) termites' capability in building large and complex mounds, and ii) ants capability in terms of carrying large preys using foraging raids. The study of insect life gives some ideas about:
• First, how large the population size should be to achieve the desired behavior?
• Second, what level of intelligence is required for agents so that they can handle the tasks? • Third, how much collaboration and cooperation is necessary?
II. SWARM ROBOTICS Sahin and Spars in [4] provided following definition for swarm robotics: Definition: "Swarm robotics is the study of how large numbers of relatively simple physically embodied agents can be designed such that a desired collective behavior emerges from the local interactions among agents and between the agents and the environment". Due to the cost efficiency, simplicity the system robustness, flexibility and scalability of the approach, there has been increasing interest in the approach and a variety of new studies have been spawned [4] . Miner in [1] claimed that swarm robotics approaches are scalable, fault tolerant, robust and efficient. Compared to a singular robot, swarm-based robots are able to cover a higher percentage of the area due to the use of multiple robots which provide the possibility of distributing search to various regions of the search space simultaneously. Miner also argued that swarm robots are fault tolerant due to the fact that the failure of a single robot in the swarm does not cause failure in the rest of the swarm members. Finally, Miner claimed that due to the possibility of increasing the number of swarm members, robot swarms are scalable and more robust. In other words, in a robot swarm, the swarm's algorithm does not depend on the number of robots. Sahin and Spears in [4] argued that in a robot swarm, the robustness can be also seen as decentralized coordination. Balch in [2] studied communication, diversity, and learning aspects in the swarm robotics. In the study, some communication complexities, such as communication range, type of information to be communicated, and timing of communication, are considered. Even though communication improves robot teaming performance considerably, it also adds cost and complexity to a robot system [2] . Balch proposed the use of Social Entropy to measure the diversity in a heterogeneous team of robots [2] . Sayfried et al. in [3] studied the concept of ISWARM using swarms of microrobots. In their study, a population of over 1000 micro-robots was used. Spars et al., in [5] studies the impact of two localization methods called trilateration and triangulation in swarm robotics. Rothermich et al., in [6] also investigate the localization and mapping in a simulated-based and physicalbased study. Gazi1 et al. studied the role of communication topology into swarm robotics (neighborhood topology) and noted pre-fixed and dynamic neighborhood topologies as the most common methods [7] . Schmickl and Crailsheim in [8] studied the impact of bio-inspired navigation methods for swarm robotics. Soysal and Sahin study the self-organized aggregation of a swarm robotics. The study investigated the 978-1-4244-7815-6/10/$26.00 c 2010 IEEE ICARCV2010 impact of cue less, decentralized, self-organized aggregation and claimed its essentiality in swarm robotic systems [9] [10] [11] . In studies conducted by Liu et al., and Hamann and Worn [12, 13] swarms of foraging robots are investigated. In the Hamann and Worn study [12] , an analytical model is proposed to predict the collective behavior of robots in the swarm. Burchan et al. [14] employed integrating roadmap-based path planning hybrids with flocking techniques to achieve different behaviors. Applications such as foraging for objects (i.e., rescue/destroy, mining, food) and patrolling (i.e., detecting intruders, guarding borders, etc) are suggested by Pettinaro et al. [38] . Conventional Swarm Intelligence approaches such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) have not been regarded as suitable for swarm robotics [1] . This is due to complications inherent in the implementation of ACO and in particular the implementation of the concept of dropping pheromones. In [18] , Bogatyreva proposed a hybrid method in a path planning study based on preventing chaos and perturbation. Platforms such as iRobot and Swarm-Bot are two well known examples of swarm robotics. In general, the idea of swarm robotics is widely used in military-based applications such as counter terrorism and bomb or threat detectors, moving products in large warehouses, and for search and rescue teams [19] [20] [21] .
Due to the nature of the hazardous scenarios assumed in such applications (i.e., large distance, lack of proper communication, information uncertainty, environment dynamism, and so on), the use of approaches based on centralized control is impossible. In such scenarios, single-robot-based approaches are not cost efficient due to the level of intelligence required, the physical structure and the amount of time needed to finish the task. Werfel in [19] described swarm robotics as a part of distributed artificial intelligence. This can be seen as the coordination and cooperation between swarmed agents that make decisions.
III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION WITH AREA EXTENSION PSO (AEPSO) A. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart. It is a nature inspired evolutionary approach that outperforms other methods in some problems [15] . PSO can be seen as a population based approach in which the population evolves due to its cognitive and social interactions. Furthermore, PSO can be considered as a behavior based approach in which particles adjust their current behavior according to their status in the environment/search-space favoring global optimum. The behavior adjustment process is influenced by the memory of previously achieved performance (personal best) and majority voting of neighboring particles (global best) [15] [16] [17] 31] . The following shortcomings for basic PSO have been identified in the context of these studies [16, 17, 31, 37] 
B. Macroscopic and Microscopic modeling of the swarm
Macroscopic and Microscopic models make an important distinction that has been used in multiple swarm robotics studies [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Macroscopic modeling of swarm robotics refers to implementing the entire population of robots as a single (homogenous) swarm. Microscopic modeling refers to implementing robots separately (heterogeneously). Recently, [24, 29] used macroscopic and microscopic modeling in their studies. Pugh in [22] [23] [24] [25] studied macroscopic and microscopic modeling of swarm robotics in robot search scenarios based on homogeneity and heterogeneity principles. Li et al. in [30] proposed the use of Probabilistic Finite State Machines (PFSM) as agents in a microscopic modeling of a swarm robotics, aiming to investigate aspects such as homo/heterogeneity and swarm diversity. Considering the advantages of simplicity and fast convergence of the PSO, numerous studies have been done based on using PSO and its variations in robotic problems [22] [23] [24] [25] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Even though varieties of enhanced methods are proposed to address PSO's shortcomings, the main focus remains on: 1) Providing extra controls on PSO's velocity parameters resulting in faster convergence toward optimum [31] . Initialization dependency 2) Maintaining search diversity and providing a balance between the uses of essential components/behaviors of the swarm [31] . 3) Defining better communicating / neighboring topologies aimed at providing more realistic and useful knowledge and information sharing between particles of the swarm [16, 17] .
C. Area Extended PSO (AEPSO)
Area Extended PSO (AEPSO) is an enhanced version of PSO that aims to address traditional problems and shortcomings of basic PSO in swarm robotics problems. To do so, AEPSO utilizes some heuristics in addition to the macroscopic modeling of the PSO which together helps it to provide dynamic neighborhood topology, dynamic velocity adjustment, and extra communication capability resulting in higher levels of knowledge sharing and cooperation between particles [32, 33, 35, 37] . Following is the list of employed heuristics in AEPSO and their impact on the solution finding: 1) To handle dynamic velocity adjustment:
• New velocity heuristic which solves the premature convergence [39] [40] [41] 45] . 2) To handle direction and fitness criteria:
• Credit Assignment heuristic which solves the cul de sacs problem [42, 43] .
• Environment Reduction heuristic. 3) To handle communication limitation in real world robotic domains: (1)
IV. THE PROBLEM
This study provides some extra details about the use of AEPSO augments our previous studies and its principles [32, 33, 35, 37] with analysis of significance. To define the problem, the following terms are used:
• Let R 1 ,···,R m be single point robots in which m represents the number of robots in the environment. R i is tuple set <x ij , v i > in which x ij and v i are location and velocity in the E respectively.
• 1< i <5 is the robot's index and 1< j <2 is the dimension in the search space. E is a Euclidean space called environment. The environment is 2D (500500 pixels).
vivors an obstacles randomly distributed in E. Survivor's elimination iteration is denoted as ti in S ti,i and 5000<
ti <20000 iterations.
• Assume that robots, survivors and obstacles are randomly distributed in the environment. The problem: Given initial locations of R i , O i , and S i in E, locate all survivors before their elimination and avoid obstacle collision.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The results are aggregated based on comparison between variations of Basic PSO and AEPSO. Basic PSO's variations are in terms of parameter adjustment (using linearly decreasing inertia weight (LDIW), fixed inertia weight (FIW), random inertia weight (RIW), and fixed acceleration coefficient (FAC)). In LDIW-PSO, w1 and w2 are fixated as 0.2 and 1. In FIW-PSO, inertia weight is fixated to 0.729844 and in RIW-PSO; the inertia weight takes a random value in the range of 0 and 1. For all variations of PSO used in the study, c1 and c2 (acceleration coefficients) are fixated to 0.5 and 2.5 respectively. The detail description of the methods, used equations, and parameter setups are presented in figure 1 to figure 2.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The efficiency of basic PSO's variations is measured in scenarios favoring the impact of various parameter adjustment mechanisms in a simulated static environment in which 5 robots, 50 survivors and 50 obstacles are randomly positioned in the initialization phase. Robots have a circular vision with 3 pixels radius and their task is to locate survivors. Later on, a new scenario called population density is defined in which, the number of survivors is reduced to 15 which allows the possibility of positioning survivors in a wide range of environments far away from each other. The overall results of the suggested scenarios are presented in figure 4 . In figure 4 , dynamic environment refers to a scenario in which survivors randomly move inside the environment without any knowledge about robots' locations. The results of statistical Z-Test for the quality of two proportions is performed between variations of basic PSO and AEPSO (the results that are presented in figure 4 ) in static environment are demonstrated in figure 5 . In this test, sample size is 100 (number of trials) and the significant factor α=0.05. As it is illustrated in figure 5 , there is a significant However, in the population density scenario (S ti,i =15), neither of the basic-PSO's variations show any significant. In addition, the results show a significant difference between AEPSO and variation of basic PSO's achieved performance. Our second set of tests measures feasibility of AEPSO in static and dynamic environments. Since the worst results of PSO are achieved in the population density scenario, the next set of tests uses that configuration. In this scenario, the impact of various communication ranges in a static environment is measured. Later on, these tests are repeated in dynamic, uncertain and time dependent environments. Uncertainty is simulated using random noise in the range of -1 and +1. Time dependency is mimicked using random elimination iterations in the range of 5000 and 20000 iterations. The robots task is to locate simulated survivors before they are eliminated. The overall results are illustrated in figure 6. The results of the statistical test between AEPSO in static and dynamic environments and LDIW-PSO in static environment are demonstrated in figure 7 using Z-Test for the quality of two proportions. The setup of the performed Z-Test in figure  7 is similar to figure 5. To further clarify the interpretation of the results we note that the only significant exist in the comparison result of 125 pixels (covering quarter of the environment) to 5 pixels (1% coverage of the environment). This can be assumed as the impact of sub-swarms that share information with each other properly. However, the use of higher communication ranges do not result in achievement of a significant due to knowledge sharing between sub-swarms/particles that are far away from each other. These type of knowledge sharing miss-lead the particles.
VII. CONCLUSION
This study provided additional understanding about AEPSO and the significant of previously achieved results. The studies in [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] demonstrate that the principle idea of AEPSO which emphasizes on the use of the most proper behavior in each iteration is reasonable. It is due to the fact that AEPSO out performed variations of basic PSO and later on achieved reasonable performances in more complicated simulated environments addressing some of the real world robotic aspects such as uncertainty and dynamism [34] [35] [36] [37] .
